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Partial Equilibrium Model (Bottom Up?)
- Granularity – technological specificity
- Transparency
- Fast run time (supply/demand balance tolerance)
- Time step (intermediate parameter values)
General Equilibrium Model (Top Down?)
- Robust account of macro economic constraints
- Social accounting matrix has wide scope
- Elasticities reflect relationships
General/Partial Equilibrium Nexus
- Verifiable outputs
General/Partial Equilibrium Nexus
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- Learning curves not just for emerging technologies 
but for improvements in existing technologies e.g. 
combustion ignition of petrol engines with improved 
efficiencies of >20% (Nissan, Mazda) 
https://arstechnica.com/cars/2018/01/mazdas-skyactiv-x-shows-the-internal-combustion-engine-has-a-future/
- Consumer vehicle choice – elasticities with range, 
capital cost, operating cost, depreciation…
- Carbon, capture and storage in association with 
natural gas
- Resource cumulative capacity curves – how cost of 
primary energy sources will vary with utilisation.
- Import/export of energy including hydrogen
- Diurnal energy price/demand fluctuations
Critical drivers for hydrogen technologies
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- Elasticities – price/demand relationships
- Distributed generation e.g. rooftop solar
- Life cycle carbon emissions not just operating 
emissions
- Water and air pollution assessment as externalities
- Hydrogen hub options – e.g micro heat and power, 
transport, industrial equipment, fertiliser, refining, 
steel, heat
- Dynamic interaction with price signals
- Dynamic infrastructure evolution
- Impact of used vehicle imports
- Infrastructure development and constraints
Critical drivers for hydrogen technologies
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Jonathan Leaver, Ehsan Shafiei, Brynhildur Davidsdottir. Simulating the Impact of Infrastructure 
Support on the Market Penetration of Hydrogen Vehicles in New Zealand. 21st World Hydrogen 
Energy Conference 2016. Zaragoza, Spain. 13-16th June, 2016
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Jonathan Leaver, Ehsan Shafiei, Brynhildur Davidsdottir. Simulating the Impact of Infrastructure Support on the Market Penetration of Hydrogen 
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Models NZ’s Energy-Economic System
• Simulates in biweekly time steps.
• 2 islands with 13 NZ regions
Primary Sectors
• Electricity Market 
• Hydrogen Market
• Biofuel market
• Vehicle Fleet Market
Regional/Sector Differences
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Results from UniSyD www.unisyd.org
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